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ABSTRACT

While advancements have been made in identification of acute kidney injury (AKI),
much is still unknown as to how to treat the disease. AKI affects approximately 13.3 million
people per year, and its mortality rate has not decreased significantly in the past 20 years.
Additionally, AKI is associated with high morbidity, elevated hospital costs, and approximately
1.7 million deaths per year, and it can lead to chronic kidney disease and end-stage renal disease
in survivors. Thus, it is extremely important to study possible treatments for this potent disease.
The aim of this project was to identify whether treatment with hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)
in mice with AKI would improve kidney recovery. HGF is the signaling molecule for a c-Met
receptor that, through a signaling cascade, leads to the activation of Rac1. Rac1 activation
results in epithelial cell migration, which is necessary to repopulate the basement membrane after
injury. Because it is known that HGF levels are increased after IRI, it was hypothesized that
HGF injections would significantly decrease fibrosis. Additionally, since cytohesins are known
to be GEFs in the Rac1 activation pathway, it was hypothesized that treatment with cytohesin
inhibitor, SecinH3, would inhibit the recovery pathway and result in more fibrosis. While the
HGF treated mice did not display significantly less fibrosis than the vehicle treated mice, those
that received the HGF treatment did have a lower average percent fibrosis and did differ
significantly from the mice treated with SecinH3 and SecinH3/HGF. Additionally, the mice that
received the SecinH3 and SecinH3/HGF treatment differed significantly from those that received
the vehicle treatment. These results show that activation of Rac1 is important to kidney
recovery, and the percent fibrosis averages suggest that future studies may find HGF treatment to
significantly decrease fibrosis when compared to the vehicle.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Research Importance
Although advancements have been made in identifying acute kidney injury (AKI) in
patients using renal biomarkers and in understanding its pathophysiology, today it remains a
major health concern due to the lack of treatment and the approximately 13.3 million patients it
affects each year (Zuk & Bonventre, 2016). Additionally, mortality rates from AKI have not
considerably decreased in the last 20 years, and the current therapy focuses primarily on
preventing further damage and addressing the many complications that can arise as a result of
injury (Patschan & Müller, 2015). AKI occurs in 1-9% of hospitalized patients and in greater
than 36% of intensive-care unit inpatients (Bellomo, Kellum & Ronco, 2012). AKI has been
associated with high morbidity, elevated hospital costs, and approximately 1.7 million deaths per
year (Zuk & Bonventre, 2016). Among those who survive, AKI can lead to the development of
chronic kidney disease (CKD) and end-stage renal disease (ESRD) (Zuk & Bonventre, 2016).
Chronic kidney disease is the presence of kidney damage that lasts for three months or
longer. The disease is divided into five stages, with the last being end-stage renal disease
(Thomas, Kanso & Sedor, 2008). Out of a random sample of Medicare beneficiaries analyzed in
a study, those with AKI had an eight-fold higher risk of developing ESRD than those without a
history of AKI or CKD. The study concluded that those who experience AKI, particularly those
who are later diagnosed with CKD, have a significantly increased risk of developing ESRD. The
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data also suggest that AKI may accelerate the advancement of CKD to ESRD (Ischani et al.,
2009).
ESRD has a strongly established association with an increased risk for cardiovascular
disease; however, even mild and moderate renal impairment can increase the risk of
cardiovascular disease in CKD patients (Thomas, Kanso & Sedor, 2008).

Additionally,

progression through the stages of chronic kidney disease can result in anemia, dyslipidemia, and
alternated nutritional needs, as the body’s metabolism becomes affected (Thomas, Kanso &
Sedor, 2008). Because ESRD is associated with a 23.5% mortality rate in the United States, it is
important to identify an effective treatment to prevent the progression from acute kidney injury
to end-stage renal disease (Reikes, 2000).

Acute Kidney Injury
AKI is defined as a sudden episode of kidney damage or failure that results in a rapid
decline in kidney function (Bellomo, Kellum & Ronco, 2012). The most common trigger of AKI
in critically ill patients is sepsis; however, decreased blood flow, medications, and blockage of
the urinary tract can also result in AKI by causing an ischemia and reperfusion injury (IRI)
(Rahman, Shad & Smith, 2012). IRI causes damage once blood flow is restored after a period of
oxygen deprivation, as the ischemia and nutrient depletion lead to inflammation and toxic waste
production, thus leading to apoptosis and desquamation of tubular epithelial cells. Desquamation
results in a bare basement membrane, which leads to increased permeability of the peritubular
interstitium. Desquamated cells and cellular debris combine with proteins in the lumen to
obstruct the tubule and increase intratubular pressure (Boventre & Yang, 2011).
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Role of Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF)
EGF, HGF, IGF-1, and PGF are growth factors that have demonstrated the ability to
promote kidney recovery (Boventre & Yang, 2011). HGF maintains normal kidney structure and
function and has been shown to promote tubular epithelial cell repair in mouse models by
preventing their apoptosis and stimulating their migration (Liu et al. 1999). HGF regulates a
number of biological processes including, cell growth and differentiation, motility, organ
development, and tissue repair. HGF binds to c-MET, a receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK), which
results in the activation of several transduction pathways, including Ras, PI3K, Wnt, JAK/STAT,
and Notch. In AKI recovery, HGF binding leads to downstream activation of Rac1, which
enables tubular epithelial cells to undertake a migratory phenotype and repopulate the bare
basement membrane (Reviriego-Mendoza & Santy, 2015).

HGF-mediated cell migration

requires the activation of small GTPases, Arf6 and Rac1.

Small GTPases
Small GTPases are monomeric nucleotide binding proteins that are related to the 
subunit of heterotrimeric G proteins, and their masses range from 21 to 30 kD. They belong to
the Ras superfamily and share several structural characteristics, such as four guanine nucleotide
binding domains and an effector binding domain. The Ras superfamily can be further divided
into the Ras, Rho, Rab, Arf, and Ran families (Yang, 2002).
Small GTPases act as molecular switches in cell signaling, as they are easily activated by
guanine-nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), as seen in Figure 1. GEFs are responsible for
exchanging GDP for GTP bound to the small GTPase, which results in GTPase activation.
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When bound to GTP, small GTPases are considered active and have the ability to bind to
additional proteins to regulate a pathway in the cell. An example of this is seen with Arf6.
When bound to GTP, it regulates intracellular trafficking processes as well as the actin
cytoskeleton during cell migration and phagocytosis (Attar and Santy, 2013).

Similarly,

GTPase-activating protein (GAP) binds to the GTP-bound small GTPase and hydrolyzes GTP,
reforming the inactive GDP-bound small GTPase (Yang, 2002).

Figure 1. The GTPase cycle of activation via GTP exchange by a GEF and inactivation via GTP
hydrolysis by a GAP.

ARFs are small GTPases that are involved in the regulation of vesicular trafficking, cell
shape, and cell movement. ARFs are members of the Ras superfamily of small GTPases, but can
be further divided into classes I, II, and III. ARFs 1-3 constitute the class I ARFs, and class II is
composed of ARFs 4 and 5. Both class I and class II ARFs recruit vesicle coats and stimulate
vesicle budding. ARF6 is the sole member of class III ARFs and is located primarily in the cell
periphery where it regulates trafficking between endosomes and the plasma membrane. It is also
involved in regulating the actin cytoskeleton (White et al., 2010).
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ARF GEFs
While there are only 6 ARFs, humans have 16 ARF GEFs and 20 ARF GAPs encoded in
their genome, which are responsible for turning on and off the regulatory ARFs. The ARF GEFs
can be classified into five families: cytohesins, EFA6s, BRAGs, Fbox8, and the GBF/BIG
family. The cytohesins, EFA6s, and BRAGs are all known to function in the cell periphery,
where they regulate endocytosis, recycling, and cell shape.

Of these three families, the

cytohesins especially have been implicated in the regulation of the actin cytoskeleton and cell
shape. After growth factor signaling, cytohesins are recruited to the plasma membrane to
facilitate cortical actin cytoskeleton reorganization (White et al., 2010).

Cytohesin-2/ARNO
Cytohesins are small ARF GEFs, which regulate the actin cytoskeleton organization and
integrin signaling and recycling. In humans, there are three known cytohesin ARF GEFs:
cytohesins-1, cytohesins-2/ARNO, and Grp1 (Malaby, van den Berg & Lambright, 2013). They
are multi-domain proteins, and the GEF activity is in their Sec7 domain. SecinH3 is a known
cytohesin inhibitor that binds to the Sec7 domain to prevent the exchange of GDP and GTP
(Hafner et al., 2006). Its antagonistic property makes SecinH3 useful in this experiment to
demonstrate the importance of HGF signaling in the epithelial cell repair pathway.
The Santy lab has shown that cytohesin-2/ARNO, an ARF GEF, induces a migratory
phenotype similar to that of HGF in MDCK cells (Santy & Casanova, 2001). After HGF
stimulation, intracellular Arf6-GTP and Rac1-GTP levels are known to increase. Cytohesin2/ARNO along with the scaffolding protein GRASP/Tamalin and the Rac1-GEF, Dock180, form
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a multi-protein complex that enables the cross-talk between Arf6 and Rac1 (Koubek and Santy
2016). Cytohesin-2/ARNO has been shown to stimulate the activation of Arf6 and subsequently
Rac1 by Dock180 in HGF-mediated cell migration (Attar & Santy, 2013). The HGF signaling
pathway can be visualized below in Figure 2.

Figure 2. HGF binding to its receptor tyrosine kinase, C-Met, activates the Rac1 pathway for epithelial cell

migration. (Adapted from Attar and Santy, 2013, Figure 6).

Our Lab’s Previous Research
The Santy Lab has previously studied the role of cytohesin-2/ARNO in HGF-mediated
repair of AKI in a mouse model by looking at short-term repair over a 96 hour period post IRI.
It had been previously found that HGF and its c-Met receptor are upregulated in the kidney after
AKI, and HGF-mediated recovery requires cytohesins (Liu et al. 1999). When IRI mice were
given HGF injections, the amount of GTP-bound Arf6 and GTP-bound Rac1 increased and
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kidney recovery was observed in renal function assessments and histological staining; however,
when HGF and SecinH3 were both administered, there was a decrease in GTP-bound Arf6 and
GTP-bound Rac1, in addition to impaired kidney function. Thus, when cytohesin-2/ARNO is
inhibited, HGF-stimulated recovery is counteracted and does not occur in the short-term
(Reviriego-Mendoza & Santy, 2015).

Project Focus
The goal of this experiment is to study long-term kidney recovery of mice post IRI when
the HGF-mediated renal repair pathway is either stimulated or inhibited in the first 96 hours after
injury. Information regarding the influence of early treatment is important in determining the
optimal timing of treatment for acute kidney injury. This study shows that some recovery will
occur even when the repair pathway is initially inhibited; however, we also show that treatment
with hepatocyte growth factor improves kidney repair and decreases the amount of fibrosis in the
kidney after a recovery period of four weeks post-surgery.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods

Renal IRI
IACUC Protocol #46271 was followed for the surgery, care, and treatment of mice.
Seven week old C57BL/6J mice were anesthetized intraperitoneally (ip) with pentobarbital
sodium (70 mg/kg body weight [bw]) and kept on a heated pad (36.5C) to prevent hypothermia.
Renal IRI was performed by making a dorsal incision and clamping the left renal pedicle for 45
minutes. During the 45 minutes with the clamp, sterile gauze with sterile water was placed over
the incision to keep it moist. Sterile water was re-added to the gauze several times over the 45
minutes. The ischemia and reperfusion was confirmed visually after the removal of the clamp by
observing the kidney color change from black (ischemia) back to its original pink color. In sham
mice, a dorsal incision was made, and the left renal pedicle was located but left untouched. Postsurgery, mice were injected subcutaneously with Bupivicaine (4 mg/kg bw), a local anesthetic.
They were kept in an incubator at 36.5C until they regained consciousness.

Treatments
Drug treatments were administered to the mice for four days consecutively, beginning 24
hours post-surgery and terminating at 96 hours post-surgery. The treatments were: HGF (.5
mg/kg bw, ip), SecinH3 (2.5 mmol/L SecinH3 diluted in 50% DMSO containing 2.5% dextrose,
100 μL per mouse, ip), HGF and SecinH3 administered together, and DMSO, glucose, and
sterile water.
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Histology
Embedding/Blocking
At four weeks post-surgery, both kidneys were harvested from the mice and treated with
4% paraformaldehyde for 48-72 hours post-harvest. At that point, they were transferred to 70%
ethanol. The kidneys were dehydrated and embedded in paraffin wax (Leica TP1020 Paraffin
Tissue Processor and Leica EG1150G Paraffin Embedding Unit). The embedded kidneys were
blocked in paraffin to prepare them for sectioning.
Sectioning
Blocked kidneys were trimmed and sectioned with a microtome. Excess wax from
blocking was sheared away using a razor blade. Blocked paraffin was trimmed with a soft tissue
surgical blade to expose the kidney, and the cartridge was placed into a sealed plastic bag with
wet paper towels for 20 minutes to soften and rehydrate the tissue slightly. Kidneys were then
sectioned (5 m thick) and transferred to a warm water bath to flatten out the ribbons. They
were trimmed into three slices per ribbon for best transfer to slides. The ribbons were placed
onto positively charged slides for best adhesion and were placed into a slide warmer for
overnight drying.
Hematoxylin & Eosin (H&E) Staining
H&E Staining was performed to enable visualization of the renal tubular epithelial cells.
The Leica Autostainer H&E with Heat program was used to dewax and H&E stain. Slides were
kept in Xylene substitute until mounting with a Xylene-based resin. Upon staining, five to six
images were taken of each cross-section, and a blinded scoring system was used to score each
image according to the amount of damage visible in the cells, which can be seen in Table 1. A
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score of 1 was given to a kidney that demonstrated a large amount of damage, while a score of 5
was given to a kidney with little to no damage.

Table 1. Scoring system used to quantify apparent damage to tubular epithelial cells. Note: scores are based on

the health of tubules present.

Score
1
2
3
4
5

Parameters
Few to No tubules, no nuclei within tubules, extensive damage
Enlarged tubules, nuclei & debris in lumen, damage
Some enlarged tubules, some to no nuclei in lumen, some debris in lumen, some repair
Few enlarged tubules, little to no debris in lumen, no nuclei in lumen, repair
No apparent damage, no signs of enlargement or debris in lumen, healthy cells

Picosirius Red Staining
Picosirius red staining was used to visualize the fibrotic tissue within a cross section of
the kidney. The Leica Autostainer Dewax program was used to dewax the slides. Slides were
transported in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) back to the lab. The slides were stained in
Direct Red 80 (Sirius red – Sigma Aldrich) and picric acid (1.3% in water) solution for one hour.
The slides were then washed in two changes of acidified water (5 ml Glacial Acetic Acid in 1 L
of deionized water) and then dehydrated in three changes of 100% ethanol. Slides were cleared
in Xylene and then mounted using a Xylene-based resin.
Image J was used to quantify the percentage of fibrotic tissue for a cross section of each
kidney. This was done by setting a scale in micrometers and splitting the color channels into red,
green, and blue. The blue channel was discarded. The red channel was used to identify the area
of fibrotic kidney by setting the threshold to the range of 60-150. This threshold was selected by
visual observation, and the same threshold was used to analyze every image. This red area was
quantified using the measure function of Image J. The green channel was used to measure the
surface are of the entire kidney. After the total area and area that met the red threshold was
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calculated, the percentage of fibrotic tissue was determined for each kidney cross section. The
three cross sections from each kidney were averaged.

Statistical Analyses
Three to four mice were tested per treatment group. Since only the left kidney was
injured and the right remained untouched, each mouse had its own built in control. There was
also a vehicle experimental group in which the left kidney was injured, but it received only a
vehicle treatment. One-way ANOVA tests were run for both the kidney surface area and percent
fibrosis using GraphPad Prism. A one-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test was
used on the data for kidney surface area, and a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple
comparisons test was used on the data for percent fibrotic data.
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Chapter 3
Results

HGF Treatment Does Not Significantly Improve Apparent Health of Surviving Cells
H&E staining allows for the visualization of the tubular epithelial cells. This stain
allowed for the health of the tubules present to be assessed after the four days of treatment and
four-week recovery period. When there is kidney injury, many of the damaged tubular epithelial
cells will die, and others need to migrate in order to repopulate the bare basement layer.
Therefore, one sign of damage is a lack of cells, which can be seen in several of the images. The
type of damage that was being assessed under the histology score parameters, however, was
damage to the tubular epithelial cells themselves. Tubular epithelial cell damage includes lack of
nuclei surrounding the cell, nuclei and cellular debris in the lumen, and long distorted cell shape,
as opposed to the normal circular shape. 40X magnification was used to take images to view
these cells. Because this magnification did not allow the entire kidney to be captured at once, the
number of tubular epithelial cells present could not be efficiently determined. Thus, five images
were taken of different areas of each kidney, and they were scored according to the parameters
listed in Table 1. Figure 3 shows scored images of an injured and uninjured kidney for one
mouse from each of the four treatment groups. The nuclei are stained purple in these images.
The right (uninjured) kidneys appear to be circular, have nuclei surrounding the cell, as opposed
to inside the lumen, and are essentially free from cellular debris. This was true of the uninjured
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kidneys throughout all of the treatment groups. The injured kidneys appear to have more
damage, but this damage varies somewhat from one treatment group to the next.

Figure 3. H&E stained images of a left (injured) and right (control) kidney from each treatment group
harvested four weeks post surgery. (A) Left kidney from control group with DMSO, water, and glucose. (B) Right
kidney from control group with DMSO, water, and glucose. (C) Left kidney from HGF treatment group. (D) Right
kidney from HGF treatment group. (E) Left kidney from SecinH3 treatment group. (F) Right kidney from SecinH3
treatment group. (G) Left kidney from SecinH3/HGF treatment group. (H) Right kidney from SecinH3/HGF
treatment group.
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Figure 4 presents the averages from the blindly scored H&E stained slides. Within each
treatment is the left kidney (injured) and the right kidney (control). For all four treatment
groups, the uninjured kidney has a higher histology score, as was expected, indicating healthier
tubular epithelial cells. The data for the left kidney was not entirely as expected. The HGF
treated mice were expected to have the highest average histology score for the left kidney, and
those treated with SecinH3 were expected to have the lowest. This was not the case, however, as
the HGF + SecinH3 treated mice had the highest histology score, with those with HGF alone
following behind by over one histology score. The mice treated with SecinH3 did have the
lowest histology score, as expected; however, it can be seen from the error bars that the standard
deviations are very large for all of the treatment groups. Thus, not much information can be
determined from these results.
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Figure 4. Mean and standard deviation from blind histology scoring. Following surgery, mice were
treated with one of four treatments, as shown in the figure. H&E staining was performed and multiple
images were taken of each kidney. The histology scoring parameters were followed to assign a score of 1-5
for each image, all of which had been blinded prior to scoring. No groups are statistically significant.

Treatment with HGF Does Not Appear to Prevent Loss of Surface Area
Picosirius red staining was performed on all of the kidneys as well; however, this time a
slide scanner was used so that the entire kidney could be analyzed at once. This was important,
as the goal for the Picosirius red stain was to investigate how the surface area of the kidney and
the percent fibrosis are affected by each treatment. First, the surface area was determined for
each kidney, both injured and control, since the percent fibrosis was dependent on knowing the
kidney’s surface area. Surface area was analyzed because during each kidney harvest, it was
apparent that injured kidneys were smaller in size than those that had not been injured. Thus, the
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average surface area for both the left and right kidneys in each treatment group are displayed
below in Figure 5. The left kidney has a smaller area than the right within each group. Each left
kidney average was compared to its own right (control) kidney average in order to determine
statistical significance. The HGF treated left kidney vs. its right kidney and the SecinH3 left
kidney vs. its right kidney are statistically significant.

Figure 5. Surface area of injured and control kidneys. Each treatment group is paired with its left (injured) and

right (control) kidney, with the left kidney appearing on the left for each group. Statistical significance is indicated
between groups with an asterisk. Note: * indicates p-value < 0.05.

HGF Treatment Reduces Percent Fibrosis
The percent fibrosis was the main focus of this stain, however, since Picosirius red stains
fibrotic tissue so that it can be visualized under a microscope. The threshold for fibrosis used in
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this experiment was 60-150 on Image J. Figure 6 shows a sample kidney from each treatment or
control group.
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Figure 6. Picosirius Red stained images of a left (injured) and right (control) kidney from each treatment

group harvested four weeks post surgery. (A) Left kidney from vehicle control group. (B) Right kidney from
vehicle control group. (C) Left kidney from HGF treatment group. (D) Right kidney from HGF treatment group. (E)
Left kidney from SecinH3 treatment group. (F) Right kidney from SecinH3 treatment group. (G) Left kidney from
SecinH3/HGF treatment group. (H) Right kidney from SecinH3/HGF treatment group.

Figure 7 displays the average percent fibrosis for each treatment group’s injured and
control kidneys. The control kidneys are displayed to the right and were all found to be
insignificant from each other. The injured kidneys are displayed to the left. As was expected,
the HGF treated left kidney average was found to have the lowest percent fibrosis (5.985%) and
is significantly different from both the SecinH3 treated left kidney (15.824% fibrosis) and the
SecinH3/HGF treated left kidney (14.223% fibrosis). Unfortunately, the HGF treated kidney
was not significantly different from the vehicle treated left kidney (8.640% fibrosis) in this
experiment. Additionally, the SecinH3 and SecinH3/HGF treated mice were not significantly
different from each other, but the SecinH3 treated mice were significantly different from the left
kidney vehicle treatment group.
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Figure 7. Percent fibrosis for injured and control kidneys. Injured left kidneys are grouped on the left by (+).

The control right kidneys are grouped on the right and indicated by (con). Statistically significant groups are
indicated. Note: * indicates p-value < 0.05, and ** indicates p-value < 0.01.
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Chapter 4
Discussion

Tubular Epithelial Cell Health
The histology scores from the H&E stains do not provide any significant information, as
the standard deviations are large, and the error bars overlap quite significantly. This enabled us
to conclude that the tubular epithelial cells that were present likely had recovered to a similar
extent among all of the treatments. While the tubules scored appear to have recovered to a
similar extent, the difference between treatments likely lies in the number of tubular epithelial
cells present. Because HGF promotes recovery by preventing damaged cells from apoptosing
and stimulating cell migration to repopulate the bare basement layer, it is more likely that the
number of cells present would have been affected as opposed to only their overall appearance.
The number of cells was not analyzed due to microscope restraints; however, this analysis would
likely give more informative data about the amount of recovery that is occurring within each
treatment.

Kidney Area and Percent Fibrotic Kidney
The kidney surface area analysis provided some statistically significant results. Both the
injured vs. control HGF treated kidneys and injured vs. control SecinH3 kidneys significantly
differ from each other. This difference was expected to be present in all four treatment groups
when comparing the injured to its control, as the injured kidneys appeared to be much smaller
than their control during kidney harvest four weeks post-surgery. While the vehicle and
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SecinH3/HGF injured vs. control average areas were not statistically significant, the injured
average surface area was still lower for both treatment groups. Because the HGF was the only
treatment intended to improve kidney recovery, the insignificant difference in surface areas is
likely not due to any kind of improvement in the kidney’s function or health. It is likely that
more experimentation would find a similarly significant result for these groups as well if enough
repetitions were performed. Additionally, it is known that the HGF should improve the kidney’s
ability to repair itself, yet there was a significant difference in the area of the injured vs. control
for that group. This finding suggests that kidney repair cannot be determined by size alone. It
also may suggest that once a significant amount of damage is done, the kidney cannot fully
recover to maintain its normal size, even if some of its function is recovered.
The percent fibrosis offers a lot of insight into the efficacy of the treatment groups. HGF
is known to have a role in maintaining normal kidney structure and function, but it is also the
signaling molecule in the pathway of Rac1 activation that leads the tubular epithelial cells to
migrate to repopulate a bare basement layer after significant injury has occurred and prevent
apoptosis of surviving cells. The HGF treated injured kidney had significantly less fibrosis than
both the SecinH3 and SecinH3/HGF treated mice. This difference was entirely expected, as the
HGF was expected to promote kidney repair, while the SecinH3 treatment was expected to
inhibit that repair. This finding is consistent with previous findings in our lab in which HGF
treatment was shown to significantly lower BUN and Cre levels in IRI mice as compared to
SecinH3 and SecinH3/HFG treated mice after only four days (Reviriego-Mendoza and Santy
2015). SecinH3 is a known cytohesin inhibitor, so it prevents cytohesin-2/ARNO from
activating Arf6. This prevents Rac1 activation, thus leading to a bare basement membrane postinjury. Because inhibition of Rac1 results in significantly more fibrosis than the HGF or vehicle
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control treatments, the HGF-mediated activation of Rac1 is shown to be crucial to kidney
recovery. This is consistent with previous findings in which cytohesins were first implicated in
AKI repair. A cytohesin-dependent signaling molecule (Arf6) is required for the HGF-mediated
activation of Rac1 in order to promote kidney repair (Reviriego-Mendoza and Santy 2015).
As a regulator of epithelial cell migration, the HGF treatment was expected to also have
significantly less fibrosis than the vehicle treated left kidney, as more HGF than normal was
present to activate more migration. The HGF treated left kidney average was, in fact, less than
the vehicle treated left kidney, but due to the large standard deviation of the vehicle treatment, a
significant difference could not be determined. This large standard deviation is likely due to the
fact that the control group was the first surgery group. My surgery skills most likely improved
from surgery to surgery, so the large variation in results within that treatment group is likely due
to poor technique in that first round of surgeries. Because of this, it is not possible to definitively
say that HGF improves kidney repair as compared to natural repair, but the lower percent fibrosis
for the HGF treatment (5.985%) vs. that of the vehicle (8.640%) suggests that it does.
Because the ischemia was for 45 minutes in these surgeries, there was an extensive
amount of damage done to the kidneys. The images of the H&E stained kidneys show that there
are several completely bare spaces where no recovery occurred. It is now believed that 45
minutes of ischemia caused more damage than could be repaired in these kidneys, which may be
why no significant difference was found between the SecinH3 treatment and the SecinH3/HGF
treatment. The results of this were completely unknown as the SecinH3 inhibits the HGFmediated pathway, but additional HGF may have been able to compensate for this inhibition in a
less extensively injured mouse. Thus, the true effect of the SecinH3/HGF treatment cannot fully
be determined from this experiment.
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This project was performed to analyze how HGF-mediated kidney repair is affected in
the long-term by the same treatments that were previously analyzed in the short-term. Some of
the findings in this experiment differ from what was found after a period of only four days.
While HGF was still seen to differ significantly from both the SecinH3 and SecinH3/HGF
treatment groups, the SecinH3 and SecinH3/HGF treatment groups were previously found to be
insignificant from the vehicle group. In this long-term recovery study, it was found that the
SecinH3 treated injured kidneys were significantly different from the vehicle treated left kidneys.
This suggests that the first few days after kidney injury are critical to the repair pathway because
while in both experiments mice were treated for only four days, after a period of four weeks, the
SecinH3 treated mice had significantly more fibrosis than did the mice that received the vehicle
treatment. The SecinH3 would have only remained in their system for a few days, yet the
inhibition of repair in the first few days resulted in significant fibrosis in the injured kidney even
though the HGF-mediated pathway would have been uninhibited for weeks. Both the short-term
and this long-term study found that SecinH3/HGF resulted in no improvement to kidney repair
(Reviriego-Mendoza and Santy 2015).
In conclusion, HGF treatment likely improves HGF-mediated kidney recovery in postIRI mice, thus helping them to recover from acute kidney injury more so than natural healing
alone. While no significant difference was able to be determined from this project, these results
suggest that further experimentation would find such a difference. Additionally, the SecinH3
treated mice had significantly more fibrosis in the injured kidney than did the vehicle control.
Thus, inhibiting the HGF-mediated activation of the Rac1 pathway does inhibit kidney recovery,
which further suggests that HGF should be an effective treatment for acute kidney injury.
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Future Experimentation
One of the limitations of this project was that there was a large standard deviation within
the vehicle treatment group due to it being the first round of surgeries performed. The large
standard deviation made it impossible to determine whether the HGF treatment allows for more
repair than natural repair. Therefore, performing 3-4 more of the same surgery to repeat the
control treatment would likely identify which of the four surgeries were outliers and due to poor
surgical technique. This would help to determine whether HGF is an effective treatment for
acute kidney disease.
Because an extensive amount of damage was done when the renal pedicle was clamped
for 45 minutes, more surgeries are currently being performed to determine whether there is a
significant difference between the the SecinH3, and the SecinH3/HGF treatments when there is
less extensive damage. The images taken of the H&E stained slides suggest that there was way
more damage than could be repaired, as demonstrated by the extensive bare areas of fibrotic
tissue. For this reason, in the surgeries we are currently performing, the ischemia is being done
for 26 minutes, as opposed to the 45 which was used for all of the findings reported in this paper.
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Appendix A
Raw Data
Table 2. SecinH3 & HGF Raw Data

Mouse # and Kidney # on slide Total Kidney Area (square microns) % of fibrotic tissue
Secin & HGF
Mouse 1
SHL1PSR1
26957297.16
23.62888317
SHL1PSR2
27138697.32
18.39782136
SHL1PSR3
25945606.04
11.81022996
average
26680533.51
17.94564483
SHR1PSR1
9447530.194
5.344579351
SHR1PSR2
13577063.97
1.917709229
SHR1PSR3
11612856.58
3.970718688
average
11545816.91
3.744335756
Mouse 2
SHL2PSR1
12870423.32
14.18872943
SHL2PSR2
12643602.72
7.888707056
SHL2PSR3
11209309.75
18.85944498
average
12241111.93
13.64562716
SHR2PSR1
18780701.23
3.293504338
SHR2PSR2
20887374.49
4.220797484
SHR2PSR3
19058084.2
3.842787668
average
19575386.64
3.785696497
Mouse 3
SHL3PSR1
9077217.391
11.08519886
SHL3PSR2
9911650.925
10.91561681
SHL3PSR3
7781970.868
11.23515244
average
8923613.061
11.07865604
SHR3PSR1
20052436.54
3.408534721
SHR3PSR2
20737603.31
4.806914417
SHR3PSR3
21715830.18
4.250437768
average
20835290.01
4.155295635
Table 3. SecinH3 & HGF Averages
Secin & HGF
Injured average
uninjured average

Total Kidney Area (square microns) Standard Deviation % of fibrotic tissue Standard Deviation
15948419.5
8212516.026
14.22330934
5.038031687
17318831.19
4540197.064
3.895109296
0.979919119
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Table 4. HGF Raw Data
HGF
Mouse 1

Mouse 2

Mouse 3

HL1PSR1
HL1PSR2
HL1PSR3
average
standard dev.
HR1PSR1
HR1PSR2
HR1PSR3
average
standard dev.
HL2PSR1
HL2PSR2
HL2PSR3
average
standard dev.
HR2PSR1
HR2PSR2
HR2PSR3
average
standard dev.
HL3PSR1
HL3PSR2
HL3PSR3
average
standard dev.
HR3PSR1
HR3PSR2
HR3PSR3
average
standard dev.

12227218.79
11732737.66
12609640.87
12189865.78
439643.3155
24038875.09
21464992
16503377.31
20669081.47
3830278.959
7128474.673
7179533.429
7506627.296
7271545.133
205181.5459
28070237.15
27186910.72
27261415.82
27506187.9
489899.3964
16937749.39
16071413.15
12798522.37
15269228.3
2183099.968
22723287.98
22782775.48
21644776.14
22383613.2
8886628.261

7.978388184
6.161697272
8.783240721
7.641108726
1.342922406
1.265543896
1.456380697
2.680683383
1.800869325
0.767892735
5.551804503
5.894857299
4.758545007
5.401735603
0.582830947
1.327513959
2.170769632
1.850001876
1.782761822
0.425630064
4.774377985
3.906357442
6.060041238
4.913592222
1.083569991
4.025084398
2.361142027
1.861108062
2.749111496
1.132955704

Table 5. HGF Averages
HGF
Injured average
uninjured average

Total Kidney Area (square microns) Standard Deviation % of fibrotic tissue Standard Deviation
11576879.74
3668070.167
5.98547885
1.554305917
23519627.52
3649813.031
2.110914214
0.861839635
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Table 6. SecinH3 Raw Data
SecinH3
Mouse 1

Mouse 2

Mouse 3

Mouse 4

SL1PSR1
SL1PSR2
SL1PSR3
average
standard dev.
SR1PSR1
SR1PSR2
SR1PSR3
average
standard dev.
SL2PSR1
SL2PSR2
SL2PSR3
average
standard dev.
SR2PSR1
SR2PSR2
SR2PSR3
average
standard dev.
SL3PSR1
SL3PSR2
SL3PSR3
average
standard dev.
SR3PSR1
SR3PSR2
SR3PSR3
average
standard dev.
SL4PSR1
SL4PSR2
SL4PSR3
average
standard dev.
SR4PSR1
SR4PSR2
SR4PSR3
average
standard dev.

12661285.53
12505119.49
12337391.53
12501265.51
161981.3884
15888225.32
18644296.3
22486833.62
19006451.75
3314177.923
11738951.67
12674658.59
12046487.35
12153365.87
476921.5108
20523362.96
21330609.77
20124562.96
20659511.9
614442.5325
9424395.312
8893115.268
9578772.624
9298761.068
359679.6834
31623894.63
32077339.29
31219703.24
31640312.39
429053.676
12082929.14
11418200.67
11758891.4
11753340.4
332398.9992
21444163.52
21152037.12
12436800.27
18344333.64
5118158.583

12.91822979
12.12405265
17.95187729
14.33138658
3.160481623
2.050168821
1.978852964
2.151836929
2.060286238
0.086934657
19.05611848
20.46424387
17.03515024
18.85183753
1.723649852
4.26861913
4.584547232
5.337105396
4.730090586
0.548910627
14.41010221
13.15356357
18.08089042
15.21485207
2.560342598
2.17725573
2.728213204
1.944257455
2.28324213
0.402581038
15.77908714
19.29590872
9.61300451
14.89600012
4.901483499
2.412803286
2.517675284
2.897806691
2.60942842
0.255188272

Table 7. SecinH3 Averages
SecinH3
Injured average
uninjured average

Total Kidney Area (square microns) Standard Deviation % of fibrotic tissue Standard Deviation
10547707.58
1346367.452
15.82351907
3.370498104
22412652.42
6212976.093
2.920761844
1.153037572
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Table 8. Control Raw Data
Control
Mouse 1

Mouse 2

Mouse 3

Mouse 4

CL1PSR1
CL1PSR2
CL1PSR3
average
standard dev.
CR1PSR1
CR1PSR2
CR1PSR3
average
standard dev.
CL2PSR1
CL2PSR2
CL2PSR3
average
standard dev.
CR2PSR1
CR2PSR2
CR2PSR3
average
standard dev.
CL3PSR1
CL3PSR2
CL3PSR3
average
standard dev.
CR3PSR1
CR3PSR2
CR3PSR3
average
standard dev.
CL4PSR1
CL4PSR2
CL4PSR3
average
standard dev.
CR4PSR1
CR4PSR2
CR4PSR3
average
standard dev.

12769116.76
12856666.11
12819256.77
12815013.21
43928.67044
26628132.06
26259234.56
26143532.66
26343633.09
253083.9408
17089049.36
17647422.73
17977861.38
17571444.49
449250.7327
27361926.49
26444425.91
27298088.84
27034813.75
512286.2058
26439120.99
23770460.75
25631461.73
25280347.82
1368538.492
24136255.87
22772581.31
20108304.07
22339047.08
2048673.439
15261230.85
14971916.44
17109144.16
15780763.81
1159470.334
18734058.83
20244793
20710311.85
19896387.9
1033166.778

4.544601579
5.309558378
4.014479234
4.62287973
0.651078412
2.674529605
2.987711088
3.269676429
2.977305707
0.297709824
9.695043733
17.67136138
15.56471144
14.31037218
4.133453281
6.83406716
4.136831037
5.975674136
5.648857444
1.377997655
2.921372407
2.736454803
2.434874116
2.697567109
0.245569413
5.751914006
5.057618959
3.588321171
4.799284712
1.104688158
12.27121932
12.23299041
14.2782014
12.92747038
1.169923538
1.069946401
2.32153574
1.550336128
1.647272756
0.631400428

Table 9. Control Averages
Control
Injured average
uninjured average

Total Kidney Area (square microns) Standard Deviation % of fibrotic tissue Standard Deviation
17861892.34
4876677.611
8.63957235
5.590841435
23903470.45
3218885.706
3.768180155
1.818705458
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